Memorial Day 2005

There is adventure in sound...

Since 1984, the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company has been performing, recording, and broadcasting dramatic audio - fully dramatized, fully sound-scaped audio drama. We set the scene. We give you voices, sound effects, music, and ambient atmosphere. In your imagination you build the sets, you give faces to the voices, you design the costumes.

This is the "Theatre of the Mind," as practiced in the Golden Age of Radio. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

If you enjoyed today's program...
The following titles are now available on CD and cassette.
The Menace From Earth by Robert A. Heinlein
The Last Dragon to Avondale by Thomas E. Fuller
The Passion of Frankenstein by Thomas E. Fuller

Order online at
WWW.ARTC.ORG

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company

Twentieth Anniversary
WWW.ARTC.ORG

Memorial Hall at Stone Mountain Park
May 29, 2005 - 3:00pm - 5:00pm

ARTC is a volunteer organization. If you are interested in giving your time in exchange for learning about the craft of audio drama, we'd love to hear from you. For more information please contact:
Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
3577-A Chamblee Tucker Rd. #189
Atlanta, GA 30341-4409
WWW.ARTC.ORG
Bumpers Crossroads

**The Early Days** by Terry Sanders
- Announcer: Woody
- Grandpa: Daniel Kiernan
- Traveler: Jonathan Strickland

**Grandma's Diary** by Daniel Taylor
- Announcer: Ezekiel Collins
- Woody: Daniel Kiernan
- Grandpa: Alton Leonard
- Helen: Kelley Swilley

**Chief Burnley's History Lesson** by Ron N. Butler
- Chief Burnley: Daniel Kiernan
- Lurleen: Trudy Leonard
- Josh Allman: Sarah Taylor
- Scott Allman: Clair Kiernan
- Pete Baker: Jonathan Strickland
- Wayne Carver: Daniel Taylor

**The Challenges of Brave Ragnar**
- Ragnar: Thomas Leonard
- The Queen: Jonathan Strickland
- The Princess: Daniel Kiernan
- Dagmar: Alton Leonard

**Setting Forth** by Kelley Swilley
- Announcer: Alton Leonard
- Ragnar: Geoffrey M. Brown
- The Queen: Trudy Leonard
- The Princess: Clair Kiernan
- Dagmar: Megan Jackson

**Unaccustomed to Fear** by Terry Quinn
- Son as adult: Geoffrey M. Brown
- Father: Daniel Kiernan
- Son as teenager: Jonathan Strickland
- Son as child: Sarah Taylor
- Tour Guide: Daniel Kiernan
- Schwartz: Trudy Leonard
- Museum Patrons: Ensemble

**Rory Rammer, Space Marshal**
- **The Phantom Menace** by Ron N. Butler
  - Announcer: Jonathan Strickland
  - Rory Rammer: Geoffrey M. Brown
  - "Skip" Sagan: Daniel Kiernan
  - Captain Cosmos: Daniel Taylor
  - Secretary of Suprastratospheric Affairs: Clair Kiernan
  - Captain, "Duchess of Skye": Megan Jackson
  - First Officer, "Duchess of Skye": Alton Leonard
  - Male TV Announcer: Sarah Taylor
  - Ceres Control: Trudy Leonard
  - Captain, "Richelieu": Kelley Swilley

**The Challenges of Brave Ragnar**
- Live Foley Sound Effects: Sonya Arundar
- Recorded Effects provided by: Caran Wilbanks